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Abstract 

The work is concerned with clarification of particulate debris spreading phenomena. In case 

of a hypothetical core-meltdown and accident in newer designs of Nordic boiling water 

reactors (BWR), as well as in some designs of pressurized water reactors (PWR) core melt 

will be ejected from the reactor vessel (RV) into a pool of water located beneath the vessel. It 

is expected that molten corium materials will be fragmented and form a debris bed. Success 

of such severe accident mitigation strategy is contingent upon effectiveness of natural 

circulation of the coolant in removing the decay heat generated by the debris. Geometrical 

configuration of the heap is one of the factors which define whether the debris heap is 

coolable or not. The same amount of melt is easier to cool in a form of a flat layer than as a 

tall mound shape debris bed. Boiling and two-phase flow inside the bed also serves as a 

source of mechanical disturbances which can affect geometry of the debris bed by so-called 

“self-leveling” process. There is a competition between time scales which are (i) necessary 

for reaching a coolable configuration, and (ii) necessary for drying out and remelting of the 

bed. The goal of this work is to assess characteristic time scale of “self-leveling”, which is 

defined by physical phenomena of complex three-phase flow. This work provides a scoping 

exploratory study of these complex phenomena which are important for assessment of severe 

accident mitigation strategy. In the present work the particle self-leveling process is studied 

experimentally and theoretically. Two experimental facilities have been designed and built to 

simulate the steam flow effect on the particulate debris spreading (and self-leveling) by gas 

injection from the bottom of the bed. A series of experiments have been run and analyzed in 

order to study important parameters (particles size and density, roughness of the spreading 

plate, gas flow rate etc.) involved in the phenomenon. A semi-empirical model based on 

experimentally obtained dependencies (closures) has been developed to predict the particulate 

debris spreading. Our preliminary comparison between the model prediction and the 

experimental observation shows a good concordance. A scaling approach based on superficial 

velocity is proposed for the design of a new facility capable to provide necessary data to build 

a complete set of closures. 
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Nomenclature 

ACRONYMS 

PWR: Pressurized Water Reactor 

BWR: Boiling Water Reactor 

PDS: particle debris spreading (used to refer to experimental facilities) 

PDS-1: first built facility to simulate the particle debris spreading 

PDS-2: second larger facility to simulate the particle debris spreading 

PDS-3: small-scale facility which is currently under design, to be manufactured in the future 

RV: Reactor Vessel 

 

SYMBOLS 

  :   2D Debris bed surface       [m
2
]; 

    :   the gas-phase Archimedes number     [-]; 

   :   diameter of the particle      [m]; 

 :   gravitational acceleration      [m/s
2]

; 

     :  coolable debris bed height     [m]; 

  :   initial debris bed height      [m];  

  :   debris bed height at the end of self-leveling   [m]; 

i:   time step for the time dependent variables  [-]; 

j:   cell index,   [    ]      [-]; 

 :   scaling factor of the facility      [-]; 

  :   final debris bed length       [m]; 

  :   initial debris bed length      [m]; 

  :   total number of cells      [-]; 

 :   total mass of debris      [kg]; 

 :   decay heat         [MW]; 

  :   nominal reactor power       [MW]; 

  :   gas  flow rate       [l/s]; 

       :   gas flux         [l/(s·m
2
)]; 

  :   particle mass flow rate      [kg/s or kg/min]; 

    :  particle mass flow per width of the heap   [kg/(s·m) or kg/(min·m)]; 
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     : Reynolds number calculated for         [-]; 

 :   total volumetric steam production rate    [m
3
/s]; 

 :   time          [s or days]; 

  :   reactor operation time       [days]; 

   :   spreading time        [s or min]; 

   :   dry-out time        [s or min]; 

    :  gas-solid minimum fluidization velocity   [m/s]; 

   :   minimum fluidization velocity     [m/s]; 

  :   volume of melted material      [m
3
]; 

   :   average velocity of leading edge of the debris bed  [mm/min]; 

 ̇  :   average volumetric flow rate of debris   [m
3
/min]; 

  :   total volume of particles     [m
3
]; 

       :  total volume of pores       [m
3
]; 

  :   total debris bed volume      [m
3
]; 

 :   cavity pool width       [m]; 

 :   debris porosity        [-]; 

  :   final angle of the debris heap     [deg]; 

  :   initial angle of repose       [deg]; 

  :   maximum angle of stability      [deg]; 

  :   slope angle        [deg]; 

  :   angle of repose        [deg]; 

  :   viscosity of the gas       [Pa·s]; 

  :   gas density        [kg/m
3
]; 

  :   liquid density        [kg/m
3
]; 

  :   particle density        [kg/m
3
]. 
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 Introduction 1

1.1 Motivation 

In case of core melt accident with vessel failure and melt ejection from the lower plenum, the 

last barrier between radioactive contamination and environment is containment. High 

temperature core melt can attack containment basemat and threaten containment integrity. 

 

In order to prevent release of radioactivity into environment, one of severe accident 

mitigation strategies employs a deep, subcooled, water pool under the reactor vessel (RV) as 

shown in Figure 1. Such strategy is employed in newer ABB Atom design of boiling water 

reactors (BWR), which are located in Sweden and Finland, as well as in some Pressurized 

Water Reactors (PWR). 

The goal of this strategy is to provide: 

a. sufficient fragmentation of the molten core jet upon its passage through the water; 

b. coolability of the particulate debris bed resulted from the fragmentation. 

 

The high initial temperature of the molten corium and the decay heat generated in the 

particulate debris bed could, in time, cause re-melting of the debris bed, which can result in 

attack on the concrete basement (Molten Core-Concrete Interaction). Therefore, the ex-vessel 

debris coolability is critical for preserving the containment integrity. 

 

Spatial configuration of the debris bed is an important parameter for coolability, i.e. tall 

mound shape debris bed is hardly coolable. 
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Figure 1: Sketch of the water pool placed under the reactor vessel 

 

If the melt material is fragmented into particles and solidified before deposition on the 

basement, then it can spread due to so called self-leveling effect as illustrated in Figure 2. 

This process is due to the boiling caused by the decay heat in the settled debris. Self-leveling 

reduces the height of the bed and thus enhances its coolability. 

 

The aim of this work is to investigate the self-leveling phenomenon by using an experimental 

facility for studies on particles debris spreading (PDS). The PDS facility can be considered as 

a schematic of a PWR deep cavity filled with water. The main assumption is that full 

fragmentation and solidification of melt can be achieved. 
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Figure 2: Sketch of the self-leveling phenomenac. 

 

In order to assess the effectiveness of a strategy based on self-leveling an estimation of the 

time necessary for self-leveling mechanism to achieve the coolable configuration has to be 

compared with characteristic time for the dry-out and re-melting of the debris. 
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1.2 State of the art review 

At present, a few research studies have been conducted in order to study the self-leveling 

process relevant to conditions of nuclear reactor, namely: 

 Alvarez et al. (1982) [1] in ETABUL experiments a pile of particles were immersed 

into water and a resistor embedded in the pile was used to boil the water and to 

simulate the decay heat of the fission products. The work concludes that the boiling 

water in the particle bed promoted leveling. The time needed to reach a limiting angle 

of repose (less than 2 degrees) was inverse proportional to the specific heater power. 

 Zhang et al. (2011) [18] more recently have studied the self-leveling behavior in 

debris bed by using a depressurization boiling method or in alternative a bottom 

heating method to simulate the steam production. They concluded by identifying the 

following parameters important for the self-leveling phenomenon: size, density and 

shape of the particles besides the power density. 

Although the literature addressing the self-leveling phenomenon is scarce, the basic 

mechanisms involved in the phenomenon have been studied more extensively. Specifically, 

the following forces are important for the self-leveling (see Figure 3): buoyancy force, drag 

force, gravity force and friction force. Due to this force system the following particulate 

debris transport mechanisms have been observed: 

 

 

Figure 3: Illustration of the forces causing the self-leveling phenomenon.  

 

 Avalanche: Avalanche is a fast process of fluid-like motion of the debris and it is 

observed when a granular heap slope exceeds the maximum angle of stability (  ) 

and it stops once the angle of repose (  ) is reached. The majority of studies are about 
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avalanche in dry conditions where air is inoperative for the pile stability and the 

avalanche dynamics. In our case, however, the heap is completely immersed in water 

and this factor decreases the amplitude of the avalanche and, instead, increases its 

time duration [3]. Generally, in the other studies an angle greater than    is obtained 

using a rotating drum or by continuously pouring particles on a horizontal surface, but 

in our study it is the steam flow from the bottom which reduces the    [5] by 

increasing the drag force which competes with the friction forces. 

  Fluidization: Once a packed bed of particles is exposed to a sufficiently high upward 

flow of fluid (gas or liquid) the particles might be completely suspended in the fluid 

by the aerodynamic drag force. This phenomenon is called fluidization. The behavior 

of these fluidized particles is similar to that of a pure liquid. Fluidized beds have been 

subjects of many studies starting from 1960’s and at the present tools are available for 

prediction of the minimum fluidization velocity necessary (    ) in a three phase 

system where the gas is flowing in a liquid [17]. This method uses an approximation 

of the force balance between the liquid-buoyed weight of solids per unit bed volume 

and the frictional pressure gradient obtained by the Ergun equation to predict the gas-

solid minimum fluidization (    ): 

     
        

     
 

(1) 

      √                       
(2) 

where       is the Reynolds number at     ;    is the gas density;    is the diameter of the 

particle;    is the viscosity of the gas;       is the gas-phase Archimedes number given by: 

     
             

 

  
 

 
(3) 

where    is the particle density;    is the liquid density;   is the gravity acceleration. 

 

Despite the fact that some knowledge is available about basic physical phenomena important 

for self-leveling and self-leveling itself has been demonstrated, there is no clear 

understanding of  

- What are the governing mechanisms which drive self-leveling process, and  

- Which parameters define characteristic time of the particulate debris spreading? 
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There is also a lack of data from well controlled experiments which can help to understand 

the processes, develop respective physical models and then validate proposed methods. 

Therefore experimental and analytical researches is necessary on key parameters involved in 

the self-leveling phenomenon to accomplish the task of model development capable of 

describing the dynamic of particulate debris spreading. 
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1.3 Goal and tasks 

The goal of the work is to provide an assessment of the time scales for spreading of 

particulate debris bed for comparative analysis with dry-out and re-melting time scale that 

will determine the safety margins for the severe accident mitigation strategy in the different 

accident scenarios. In Figure 4a the particulate spreading time scale is smaller than dry-out 

time scale with sufficient safety margin. In Figure 4b the two distributions have an “overlap” 

region where the debris can remelt before the spreading is complete. In this case, significant 

efforts are necessary to clarify competing phenomena of spreading and dryout-remelting in 

the domain of overlap to provide a reliable safety assessment. 

 

The tasks of the present work are to: 

• Propose and validate a model for prediction of the time scale for spreading of 

particulate debris bed in case of two phase flow through the bed; 

 Perform a series of experiments and post process the experimental data in order to: 

(i)  identify the important parameters  involved in the self-leveling process; 

(ii) obtain data necessary for development of the analytical model and for its 

validation. 

 

Figure 4: Sketch of the comparison between spreading time and dry-out time. In a) the 

distributions of two characteristic time scales are separated by a safety margin. In b) the 

distributions overlap creating a non-zero risk. 
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 Analytical approach to modeling of particulate debris 2

spreading 

In this chapter we discuss requirements for effectiveness of debris bed self-leveling and 

presented theoretical approach to modeling of the particulate debris spreading phenomenon. 

 

2.1 Safety requirement to effectiveness of particulate debris 

spreading 

 

In this subsection we provide an estimation of the conditions leading to a coolable 

configuration of the debris bed by particulate debris spreading. In particular, to achieve 

coolable geometrical configuration of the bed we estimate such parameters as: 

 Necessary average velocity of leading edge of the debris bed    ; 

 Necessary average volumetric flow of debris  ̇  . 

 

A coolable geometrical configuration is such a debris bed which has a height       which can 

be cooled by natural convection within the pool (Figure 5). In other words, in order to avoid 

debris bed remelting, the particle self-leveling process should lead to a maximum bed height 

         within required time     which is characteristic time necessary for onset of debris 

remelting process. 

 

There are following input parameters and assumptions used in our estimations: 

 Shape of the bed is 2D triangular with a constant slope along the whole pile; 

 Volume of melted material          ; 

 Pool width      ; 

 Debris porosity              }; 

 Debris particle size        

 Initial angle of repose             ; 

 Total debris decay heat            ; 

 Required time within which debris spreading should reach the coolable height 

          . 
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A set of simple formulas used in our estimations is given below: 

 

Total debris bed volume,          
    
   

 (4) 

Decay heat per volume unit,       
      

  
 (5) 

Debris bed surface,     
  

 
 (6) 

Initial debris bed length,       √
  

        
 (7) 

Initial debris bed height,       
  

  
 (8) 

Final debris bed length,       
  

  
 (9) 

Necessary average spreading velocity,         
     

     
 (10) 

Final debris heap angle,             
  

  
  (11) 

Necessary average volume flow,  ̇   
 ̇   

[
       

          
   ]

   
 

(12) 

 

The modified Tung-Dhir model proposed by Schmidt, 2004, [13] has been used to estimate 

      (checking the height of debris heap necessary to the reach the dry-out heat flux (DHF) 

equals in our case to         ). 

 

The results of the assessment are summarized in Table 1. As seen from the table, to reach the 

coolable height of the debris bed its spreading velocity (volume flow) should be, in average, 

within the range of 160-200 mm/min (~0.3-0.4 m
3
/min).  
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Figure 5: Sketch of the initial configuration (red) and coolable configuration (blue) of the 

debris heap. 

 

 

Figure 6: Experimental dryout heat flux in top fed beds for different particle diameters and 

results from the Schmidt theoretical models [13]. 
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Table 1: Assessed conditions of successful (coolable) particulate debris spreading in the PWR 

case. The initial parameters are also given in the table. 

  
   

(deg) 

      

(m) 

   

(m) 

   

(m) 

   

(m) 

   

(deg) 

    

(mm/mi

n) 

 ̇   

(dm
3
/mi

n) 

0.35 
30 

0.65 
2.43 4.21 

15.73 2.36 
192.0 273.4 

40 2.93 3.49 204.0 308.7 

0.55 
30 

1 
2.92 5.06 

14.81 3.86 
162.4 320.7 

40 3.52 4.20 176.8 380.1 
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2.2 An approach to modeling of particulate debris spreading  

 

Our conceptual approach is based on the semi-empirical model. In this approach we solve 

only mass-balance equation and we provide an experimental closure for calculating particle 

mass flux at given geometrical configuration of the heap and mass flux of the gas. The model 

also requires some geometrical considerations, initial and boundary conditions. The model is 

implemented as a numerical method in which debris heap is represented by finite number of 

control volumes. The main reason why we choose for our exploratory studies a semi-

empirical approach is because of the considerable complexity particle flow phenomena. 

These processes are non-trivial functions of the many variables and parameters such as: 

 Debris particle properties: 

o Density; 

o Shape and surface roughness; 

o Particle size distribution; 

 Debris bed (macro) properties 

o Porosity of the particle heap; 

o Spreading plate roughness (friction between the particles and the plate); 

o Critical angle of repose for the heap; 

o Initial geometrical configuration of the heap (2D or 3D). 

 Gas properties and flow conditions: 

o Gas  mass flux; 

o Density; 

o Viscosity; 

 Liquid properties: 

o Density; 

o Viscosity. 

 

In order to account for all those factors mentioned above one would need to develop a model 

describing at least most dominant physical phenomena involved in the three-phase (gas, 

liquid and solid particles) interaction processes. Development of such model based on first 

principles is not feasible due to extremely complex and uncertain nature of the interactions 

between the particles, water and gas flow. To take into account uncertainties in realistic 
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particle size and shape distributions such model would rely on many assumptions and 

approximation, which could lead eventually to large uncertainty in the predictions. 

 

An alternative solution is to employ so called closures for the particle mass flow. These 

closures are developed as a lookup tables in a database of the experimentally obtained 

dependencies of the particle mass flow as function of many known and unknown 

experimental parameters and material properties mentioned above.  

 

By using these closures we intentionally integrate all complex physics involved. An obvious 

advantage of such method is simplification of the problem we have to solve. On the other 

hand there are also disadvantages such as: 

1. We have to perform many experiments in order to build a sufficient and self-consisted 

database of closures; 

2. Closure dependencies must be inter- and extrapolated which is required for: 

a. Numerical simulations for the PDS tests (interpolation); 

b. Scaling analysis when we simulate particle debris spreading at plant accident 

conditions (extrapolation). 

 

Apparently, 2.b is the final goal of the work on particles debris spreading and justification of 

our modeling approach will be performed when we assess corresponding uncertainties of our 

analysis for intended application domain. 

 

2.2.1 Problem definition 

Let’s consider a particulate debris bed having total mass  , density   and porosity  . Then all 

three quantities are coupled with each other via the total volume of the heap    which is sum 

of the particle and porous volumes    and        : 

 

              
 

 
 

 

   
 

  

   
  (13) 

 

On the other hand, we could use reduced density  ́          and then in all derivations 

below use it instead of product        . Though it is more convenient to have a porosity 
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as a separate parameter because in the future we may study particle spreading efficacy as 

function of  . 

 

To simplify our derivations we assume a triangular or nearly triangular cross-sectional shape 

of the heap as shown in Figure 7(a).  

Figure 7: Illustration of the particles debris heap (a) and a single     heap cell (b) with 

corresponding characteristic parameters. Black vertical dashed-dotted line defines borders 

between cells. Black solid curve defines a physical shape of the heap, red solid line defines 

angular shape or local slope angles of each cell. The gray arrows represent particle mass in- 

and out-flows for each cell. 
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Beside the particle properties mentioned above, the heap is characterized by constant width 

  (a heap dimension along horizontal direction normal to  , not shown in the figure). 

 

In order to write a system of mass balance equations for such heap, we use discretization and 

divide particle heap onto    equal in length    control volumes (numerical cells) along the 

heap propagation direction  . Each     cell (  [    ]) is characterized by the following 

properties: 

 Particle mass   
  such that total heap mass   ∑   

  
    for   ; 

 A cell slope angle   
  (see Figure 7 for its definition). 

 

Index   denotes time step for the time-dependent variables. The purpose of the model is to 

predict temporal evolution of the mass in each cell which defines heap propagation length 

and height at any time. By knowing present state of the system {  
    [    ]   [    } 

we predict future state {  
      [    ]   [    } from the mass balance equations. When 

    we provide initial conditions for the mass of debris in each computational cell. 

 

2.2.2 Mass balance equation 

From the mass conservation law we can write an equation describing changes of the mass of 

the particle in each cell: 

   
      

 

  
       

      
   

(14) 

 

where     
  and       

  are particle mass flow rates out and in the cell   respectively. Mass 

flow rate    between cells is defined as          , where   is cell width and      is 

an empirical closure. Namely,     
  is a function of local gas flux       

  (measured in 

        

    
 or 

  

    
), the local angle   

  of the heap and set of parameters related to the properties 

of the debris    : 

 

      
   (         

      
      )  (15) 
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The local heap angles     
  and particle mass flow rates     

  are defined at the neighboring 

cells interfaces as shown in Figure 7(b). In equation (14) the calculations of the   
    is 

straightforward and depends on known     variables at the previous time step. In our 

approach we neglect by changes in the in- and out- mass particle flows during the time step 

which allows us to use explicit Euler time integration scheme. We also note, that the 

      
 (         

      
 )  function is the odd function of the angular argument     

 , i.e. 

      
 (         

       
 )         

 (         
      

 ). 

 

Note, that     is set of characteristic properties of the particles in (15), such as: 

 Particle size. 

 Particle shape. 

 Material properties such as density etc. 

 Roughness of the particles. 

 … 

 

An extended list of characteristic properties is given at the beginning of section 2. 

 

In all following derivations we omit     because we assume that     doesn’t change during 

the spreading process. That allows us to develop and use specific closures for each individual 

set of     defined by the properties of the particles used in the experiment. The closure 

dependencies      we get from our experiments where for a particular     we find         as 

function of: 

 Slope angle   ; 

 Gas flux        . 

 

From the geometrical considerations (Figure 7(b)) the local slope angles     
  neighboring to 

the     cell are: 

    
       

  
      

 

  
 

 

(16) 

To calculate the            
  value we assumed that the      

  remains constant and equal to 

the angle of repose, explanations of this assumption is present in the next subsection. 
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Knowing the present mass in each cells (  
 ) and the      

  is possible to obtain first the      

 : 

 

     

  √  
     

 

         
        

  , 

 

(17) 

and then all the remaining   
 . By inverting the (16) we have: 

 

  
      

          
  

 
(18) 

and by geometric considerations 

 

  
        

   
  

 

       
 
 
      

     

   
  

 

(19) 

By iterative application of equations (18) and (19) for all the cells we calculate all the 

parameters necessary for equation (20). 

 

The mass-balance equation (14) can be rewritten then and we predict the cell mass for the 

next time step         as following: 

 

  
      

    {        
 (           

       
    

    
 

  
 )   

       
 (         

       
  

      
 

  
)   }  

(20) 

 

The expressions (20) is straightforward to calculate for each cell   [   ]. 

 

2.2.3 Special treatment of the leading edge of the heap 

The last cell   
   in the heap (right leading edge in Figure 7(a)) has the following restrictions: 

(see also Figure 8 for schematic illustration): 
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1) The gas flux is assumed to be             
   ; 

2) The particle mass out-flow from the last cell is zero:      
=0; 

3) The      
 is constant and equal to the angle of repose. 

 

The first restriction is based on a realistic assumption that heap leading edge thickness       

is such that coolant flux is negligible and has no effect on spreading. 

 

 

Figure 8: Illustration of the particles debris heap last cells          . Black vertical 

dashed-dotted line defines borders between cells. Red line defines angular shape or local 

slope angles. The gray (green) arrows represent particle mass in- and out-flows (gas flow rate) 

for each cell. 

 

The second restriction is due to the fact that the heap leading edge hasn’t reached the right 

boundary of the cell, thus there is no particles which can flow out of the last cell. (See also 

cell birth condition discussed in subsection 2.2.5). 

 

And finally, the third restriction is due to the assumption that particle motion in absence of 

gas flow is governed by the avalanche phenomenon resulting in formation of a heap with 

known angle of repose. 
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2.2.4 Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions for (20) is such that particles in- and outflows from both ends of the 

heap respectively should be zero at all times: 

 

Boundary conditions: {
      

    

       

    
 (21) 

 

Naturally, it is assumed also that         
    except for the case when condition for the 

heap propagation is fulfilled. This new cell birth condition is discussed in the following 

subsection. 

 

2.2.5 The heap propagation mechanism or “cell birth” condition 

The particle heap propagation should eventually lead to a creation of the new cell filled with 

particles. A simplest approach for a cell birth condition is to: 

1. calculate the last cell length           ; 

2. compare it with cell length   , if               then create new cell. 

 

This approach is schematically illustrated in Figure 9 where the angular shape of the heap is 

plotted. As discussed above the angle of the heap in the last cell is assumed to be constant 

and equal to the angle of repose. 

 

 

Figure 9: Illustration of the “cell birth” condition, when from the     to       time step 

transition the length of the last cell exceeds cell size   . The red lines denote     (solid line) 

and       (dashed line) angular shapes of the heap. 
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 Experimental approach 3

In this chapter the experimental methods and data are discussed. Particulate Debris Spreading 

(PDS) experimental facility is designed and used to investigate the self-leveling of the debris bed. 

Air injection is provided in PDS at the bottom of a particulate debris heap to simulate the steam 

flow in the corium debris bed.  

3.1 Approaches to scaling 

To simulate the self-leveling phenomenon which can possibly happen in the reactor cavity a test 

facility has been built. Essentially two different approaches can be performed in order to scale 

down the reactor cavity to our experimental facility: 

 Volumetric; 

 Superficial velocity scaling. 

 

3.2 Volumetric scaling 

In the volumetric approach each single component of the reactor water pool is scaled down in 

size by a fixed factor. Basically, each length is divided by a fixed factor  , which provides the 

volume of experimental facility of    volumetrically smaller than prototypic size. 

 

The same procedure is used to calculate the amount of particles necessary to simulate the debris 

material. So the total volume of particles used in the experiment is equal to that in the original 

accident scenario decreased of a factor   . 

 

Gravel and stainless steel particles have been chosen as corium debris simulant material. Two 

different sets of stainless steel particles have been used: 1.5 mm spherical and 3x3 mm 

cylindrical in shape. The size of the gravel particles ranged between 3 and 8 mm. The stainless 

steel 3x3 mm cylinders are the closest ones to simulate the debris particles formed in accident 

scenario according to previous experimental studies [9], [16], while the others particles have 

been chosen for comparison and model validation purposes. 

 

According to the total volume of particles used in the experiment, calculation are necessary in 

order to determine the corresponding amount of steam produced by such amount of debris. To 

this end the decay heat produced by the debris is calculated, using equation (22) [6], [15]. 
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                [ 
           

    ] 

 

(22) 

where   is the total decay heat generated after the accident in MWth,    is the reactor power in 

MWth ,   is the time in day after the accident happened and    is the reactor operation time in 

days. 

 

In a large reactor    can be as high as 4400 MWth while    can be assumed to be around two 

years (worst case) and with this data it is possible to calculate that the total decay heat is about 

47 MWth after one hour since reactor shutdown. 

 

By knowing   and assuming saturated water in the cavity, we can get the amount of steam 

produced by dividing   by the steam latent heat value (               [14]) obtaining a value 

of approximately 35000 Liters/s (at 1 atm). This corresponds to the steam produced in a large 

reactor while in a scaled facility the value is  
     

    L/s. 

 

3.2.1 PDS facility design 

Design of the PDS facility has been developed according to the volumetric scaling of the typical 

geometry of a PWR cavity. Two PDS (PDS-1 and PDS-2) facilities have been realized with size 

as main difference (PDS-2 is 1.6 times PDS-1). 

 

Figure 10 shows the manufactured Plexiglas parts of PDS facility representing geometry of the 

PWR, reactor cavity (Figure 10a) and main tank of the PDS facility (Figure 10b). Assembled 

Plexiglas parts of the PDS facility are presented in Figure 11. 
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Figure 10: PDS facility: a) element with dummy zones modeling spreading cavity and the vent; b) 

element with dummy zones (on top) and main compartment (at the bottom). 

 

 

Figure 11: Assembled PDS facility. The side view on element with dummy zones installed into 

the main tank. 

 

To simulate the steam production a gas injection system from the bottom is used. It was decided 

to use air injection to simulate steam flow because: 

(i) the air flow rate is easy to control which is important for development of models; 
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(ii) air injection provides optimistic results , because of no condensation. The purpose 

of this study is to demonstrate feasibility of self-leveling as a severe accident 

mitigation measure. Thus if it is not possible to demonstrate its effectiveness with 

an optimistic approach, then the self-leveling is would not be feasible.  

 

The internal structure and gas distribution system under the injection plate are shown in Figure 

12. The injection plate has a fixed number of (10 in PDS-1; 9 in PDS-2) separated from each 

other compartments. The gas supply to compartments can be independently controlled by valves 

installed between big gas collector tube and smaller distribution tubes which are located inside 

each compartment. Each tube has perforated walls providing uniform gas supply for each 

compartment. 

 

 

Figure 12: Gas distribution system of the PDS facility under gas injection plate (not shown). 

 

The gas is injected into the PDS test section through a top perforated plate shown in Figure 13. 

Holes are 0.5mm in diameter (Figure 14) and distributed over the plate surface to provide as 

uniform as possible gas flow rate above each compartment (180 holes in the PDS-1; 1449 holes 

in the PDS-2). 
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Figure 13: PDS facility gas injection plate with perforated plate shown (top view). 

 

 

Figure 14: PDS facility: gas injection hole at the surface of the spreading plate. 

 

The assembled small PDS facility is shown in Figure 15 with filled water tank (a) and activated 

air injection (b). 
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Figure 15: Assembled PDS-1 facility filled up with water (a) and operational with injected air (b). 

 

The PDS facility has an opening on top through which the particle debris can be poured. During 

the experiment this opening is closed by a tight cover as shown Figure 16. The purpose of the 

cover is to simulate an influence of reactor vessel on the gas flow through the reactor cavity 

vents. 

 

 

Figure 16: An opening on top of the PDS facility is closed by the leak tight cover upon 

experiment execution. 

 

The newer PDS-2 facility shown in Figure 17 has been built in order of achieving the following 

goals: 

 More uniform distribution of gas injection; 
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 Higher air flow rates can be achieved; 

 Larger volume of simulant material; 

 Higher ratio of facility scale to particle size (less wall effects); 

 Better performance and more convenient in operation; 

 

Figure 17: The PDS-2 facility. 

 

3.2.2 Experimental procedure 

The goal of the experimental procedure is to collect experimental data which should be 

consistent with each other. This is important for particulate debris spreading characterization as 

well as model validation. The experimental procedure is divided into phases which are described 

in detail in the following subsections. 

 

3.2.2.1 Preparation of the debris mixture 

For each tests a mixture of the debris is prepared by mixing portions of the debris with different 

sizes (if needed) in certain mass proportions in order to achieve desired size distribution of the 

debris. The particles have to be thoroughly cleaned and dried out before mixing. Our visual 
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observations and measurements of the leading edge position require permanent removal of the 

dust as well possible residues of oil and other pollutants which can be present. 

 

3.2.2.2 Activation of video recording 

Prior to the beginning of experiment the video and photographic recording equipment is installed 

and setup. Video and photo images taken regularly are used to measure the spreading velocity of 

the debris and leading edge position of the heap. 

 

3.2.2.3 Preparation of the facility 

At the beginning of the experiment the PDS facility is filled with water up to the required level. 

 

Then particles are poured through the “reactor pit” and arranged on the floor to obtain a shape as 

close as possible to a triangular prism. Note, that for the first three exploratory experiments the 

particles have not been arranged in a regular shape, but kept in the 3D configuration obtained 

after the pouring (see also section 4.1). 

 

All valves for gas injection are closed and the initial position of the debris bed is photographed.  

 

3.2.2.4 Gas injection and measuring equipment activation 

Experiment starts when air injection system is activated. The valves which supply gas to the 

compartments of the PDS injection plate are adjusted in order to: 

 regulate gas supply under the debris location; 

 get required total gas flow rate. 

 

3.2.2.5 The final phase of experiment 

As no further debris spreading is detected or heap propagation is infinitesimal then experiment is 

finished. The final position of the debris is photographed. After that the water is drained out of 

the facility. Dummy top part of the facility is removed and debris are collected and dried out for 

the next test. 
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3.3 Superficial velocity scaling 

In the superficial velocity scaling procedure, the velocity of the steam flowing through the debris 

bed is considered as an important parameter for simulation of the reactor conditions in a smaller 

scale. In the next subsection a rough estimation of this velocity is presented.  

 

3.3.1 Analysis of the velocity along the heap 

Assuming four different configurations of the heap, according to porosity (0.35 or 0.55) and 

initial slope angle of the debris (30 or 40 degrees) that are common conditions used/obtained in 

previous work [7] [11] [2], the superficial gas velocity has been estimated along the whole heap 

profile (assumption: triangular shape heap) with the following method. 

 

First, the mean superficial velocity ( ̅) along the heap is defined as:  

 

 ̅  
 

   
 , 

 

(23) 

 

where   is the total volume of the steam produced per second in the reactor cavity (same 

calculated in section 3.2), while   and   are the porosity and the cross-sectional area of the 

debris bed respectively. From  ̅, assuming a simple linear behavior, we can get the maximum 

superficial velocity       by inversion of the following equation:  

 

 ̅  
         

 
 

      

 
   

(24) 

 

where   is the total horizontal length of the heap. So, the superficial velocity along the entire 

heap length can be described through a linear dependence ranging from      to 0 and this 

function is shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19. The horizontal distance from the left boundary of 

the heap (   ) and the relative heap height (   ) in the point where the superficial velocity is 

equal to the minimum fluidization velocity (   ) for water steam (values are reported in Table 

2), are given by: 

      
     

    
 , 

 

(25) 
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(26) 

 

Table 2: Summary of Figure 18 and Figure 19 velocities on prototypic scale debris bed as 

function of position. 

                   
      

         
 

 [degree] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] 

0.35 
30 4.21 1.13 2.23 0.12 3.90 2.47 

40 3.49 1.13 2.13 0.14 3.32 2.29 

0.55 
30 5.06 2.58 0.57 0.14 4.69 3.32 

40 4.20 2.59 1.11 0.17 3.89 3.00 

 

If an air at ambient temperature and pressure (our PDS experimental conditions), is used instead 

of the steam (severe accident conditions), a smaller superficial velocity will be necessary to 

achieve the      (see air in Table 3). 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Plots of the velocity profiles in the two configurations considered with porosity 0.35 

and slope angle 30 (a) and 40 (b) degrees respectively. 
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Figure 19: Plots of the velocity profiles in the two configurations considered with porosity 0.55 

and slope angle 30 (a) and 40 (b) degrees respectively. 

 

3.3.2 Approach to reach desired gas superficial velocity 

If the superficial velocity in the reactor accident scenario is known, then it is necessary to design 

tests facility capable of reproducing the same velocity, taking as reference the     for the 

particle used as debris simulant. 

 

In Table 3 the     for the 3x3 mm stainless steel cylinders is calculated for two fluids, water-

steam (reactor case) and air (PDS) simulant. 

 

The     shown in the Table 3 are obtained according to the following simplified equation for 

three-phase fluidization [17]: 

 

33.70.040633.7= 2  lgmf ArRe  

 

(27) 

where      is the Reynolds number at minimum fluidization given by: 
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(28) 

where 

 •  , the diameter of equivolume sphere,            in our case (cylinder 3x3 mm); 

 •  , the flowing gas density; 

 •  , the dynamic viscosity of the flowing gas; 

 while      is the gas-phase Archimedes number with liquid-buoyed solids, calculated as:  

 

     
   (     )     

 

  
 

  

 

(29) 

where 

•   is the particle material density, stainless steel density is           ; 

•   is the water density (         ). 

 

With this approach it has emerged a draw back in the use of the PDS facility. Because the PDS 

has been designed just to simulate the total steam produced according to volumetric scaling of 

     

   Liters/s, it is resulted in impossibility for this facility to achieve a superficial velocity close 

to the     (threshold for fluidization phenomenon) of 3x3 mm stainless steel cylinders. 

 

Table 3: Minimum fluidization velocity of stainless steel cylinder particle 3x3 mm for water 

steam and air 

flowing fluid           

 [kg/m
3
] [kg/(m∙s)] [m/s] 

Water steam 0.590 1.2∙10
-5

 3.78 

air 1.225 1.85∙10
-5

 2.61 

 

To estimate the heap fraction that the PDS facility is able to simulate, the air velocity has to be 

scaled to the steam velocity by:  

      
   

          

   
   

  
(30) 
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The corresponding reactor-to-PDS projection in terms of superficial velocity space is illustrated 

in Figure 18 and Figure 19. 

 

3.3.3 Preliminary design of small facility 

A different experimental facility is thus necessary to apply this superficial velocity scaling 

approach. Because the     for 3x3 mm stainless steel cylinder is very high, the size of the gas 

injection plate should be between 12x12 cm and 15x15 cm in order to be able to reproduce the 

range of superficial velocities in the reactor accident conditions using air as a steam simulant. 

Important limitation is that the total injection rate achievable with the current experimental 

infrastructure is up to 35 Liters/second. The plate size is anyhow sufficiently large to avoid wall 

effect (~50 times the particle diameter) [4], [19]. Instead in order to reach just the threshold for 

minimum fluidization velocity the plate size should be between 20x20 cm and 15x15 cm. 

 

The new facility will have a single gas injection chamber of the size reported above and will be 

designed in a way that by using a high speed camera it will be possible to obtain the data to build 

the closures and get more detailed information about the physical processes involved in the 

particulate spreading (avalanche, fluidization).  

3.3.4 Particle simulant materials 

A solution to apply the superficial scaling approach in the current PDS-2 facility could be to 

change the material and the size of the particles in order to be able to achieve the     for that 

type of particles. Considering as lower limit of the particle size the gas injector holes diameter 

(0.5 mm), two possible options are presented in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Possible particles for superficial scaling approach in PDS-2 

Material Shape 
density 

[kg/m
3
] 

   
  

 

[m/s] 

Glass 

cylindrical 

diameter=9∙10
-4

m 

length=9∙10
-4

m 

2500 0.555 

Alumina 

cylindrical: 

diameter=7∙10
-4

m 

length=6∙10
-4

m 

3600 0.566 
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However, this solution has been discarded because of practical consideration related to the size 

of the particles. It would be very complicated to handle so small particles in the huge number 

necessary for the experiments. Moreover, it has been decided to keep the property of particles 

(density and size) close to the ones formed during a hypothetical severe accident. 
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 Experimental results 4

This chapter summarizes the results obtained from performed experiments in this work. 

4.1 Experimental conditions and main results 

All the experiments have been recorded by two video cameras: 

 Back camera (25 fps) 

 Side camera (25 fps) 

 

These video cameras are used to record particulate debris propagation process. 

 

In addition, a high quality photo camera has been used in order to record a photographic image 

periodically. The periodicity time intervals varied for some tests and experimental conditions.  

 

All our experiments indicated faster propagation dynamics at the beginning of the test. Therefore, 

photographic images are taken every 5 minutes at the beginning and 10-20 minutes during the 

rest of the experiment. An example of the image sequence is shown in Figure 20 where the time 

interval is 5 at the beginning and after it becomes 10 minutes. 

 

The main varying experimental conditions and parameters are:  

 Experimental scale (PDS-1 PDS-2): different PDS facilities, described previously in 

section 3.2.1; 

 Injected air flow rate: this indicates the volume of the gas injected from the bottom plate; 

due to the present size of the tubes supplying the air to the system, the maximum air flow 

achievable is 5.7 Liters/second in the PDS-1 and 18 Liters/seconds in the PDS-2 

respectively. Modifications have been performed in order to increase the maximum gas 

flow to 35 Liters/second in the PDS-2 facility. 
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 Debris heap shape type (2D or 3D): the first series of test (E2 to E4) have been conducted 

in a 3D configuration obtained by pouring the particles on the horizontal plate from the 

top (Figure 21). In the second set of experiments (E5-E15) a 2D shape (triangular prism) 

configuration has been used as an initial condition for necessary simplification employed 

in the model development (Figure 22). This triangular profile has been obtained 

arranging manually the heap in order to have a slope angle as close as possible to the 

maximum angle of repose in no air flow condition. 

 

 

Figure 20 Pictures sequence of PDS-E7 experiment 
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Figure 21: 3D heap shape configuration example: back (a) and side (b) views respectively. 

 

Figure 22: 2D shaped particle heap example. 
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 Gas injection state of the leading chamber: controlled by the valve and can be enabled or 

disabled (e.g. open in E8, closed in E9). 

 Roughness of the horizontal surface (tests E10 and E11): the horizontal plate has smooth 

surface and in order to run experiments with a different horizontal surface friction a 

metallic net can be placed on the top of the plate prior the initial particle pouring and 

arrangement of the heap. 

 Particle size and density (tests E2 and E4): two different simulant materials have been 

used: gravel having size distribution 3-8 mm and density ~2200 kg/m
3
 stainless steel 

cylinders 3x3 mm cylinders; density ~8000 kg/m
3
. 

 Size distribution (test E15): a mixture of two different stainless steel particles is used. 

The total mass of the mixture is 200 kg with 80% mass fraction of stainless steel 

cylinders 3x3 mm and 20% of stainless steel spheres 1.5 mm. 

 

In Table 5 we provide list of experiments divided into groups. Each group of experiments is 

targeting to study one or several specific parameters, properties or experimental conditions.  

 

 

Table 5: PDS-Ex experiments grouped by the parameters studied. 

 

 

The list of performed tests during this project is shown in Table 6 where the main experimental 

conditions and results are specified. 

 

 

 

 

Group no Group Member Parameter 

1 E2-E3; E7-E8; Air flow influence 

2 E2-E4 Particle density and size 

3 E5-E6; E8-E9 Leading chamber condition 

4 E10-E11-E12 
Roughness of the horizontal 

surface 

5 E12-E14 
Influence of the water 

presence 

6 E12-E15 Size distribution 
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Table 6: Test matrix and summary of the results obtained from the experiments.  

Experiment Facility Material Air flow rate Description 
Spreading 

distance [mm] 

  Type 
Mass 

[kg] 

Volume 

[dm
3
] 

Liters/second  
after 1 

hour 
Final 

E2 PDS-1 Gravel ~13 10 2.8 
Leading edge 

chamber open 
130 170 

E3 PDS-1 Gravel ~13 10 5.7 
Leading edge 

chamber open 
270 300 

E4 PDS-1 
Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 
30.4 6 2.8 

Leading edge 

chamber open 
70 135 

E5 PDS-1 
Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 
30.4 6 2.8 

Leading edge 

chamber open 
43 120 

E6 PDS-1 
Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 
30.4 6 2.8 

Leading edge 

chamber 

closed 
12 25 

E7 PDS-2 
Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 
200 38.5 20 

Leading edge 

chamber open 
270 315 

E8 PDS-2 
Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 
200 38.5 12 

Leading edge 

chamber open 
165 205 

E9 PDS-2 
Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 
200 38.5 12 

Leading edge 

chamber 

closed 
32 38 

E10 PDS-2* 
Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 
200 38.5 18 

Leading edge 

chamber 

closed and 

metallic net 

on the 

horizontal 

surface 

65 72 

E11 PDS-2* 
Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 
200 38.5 18 

Leading edge 

chamber 

closed and 

metallic net 

on the 

horizontal 

surface 

67 71 

E12 PDS-2* 
Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 
200 38.5 18 

Leading edge 

chamber 

closed 
99 99 

E13 PDS-2* 
Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 
200 38.5 9 

Only the 

middle 

chamber open 
43 44 

E14 PDS-2* 
Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 
200 38.5 18 

Leading edge 

chamber 

closed and 

absence of 

water 

0 0 

E15 PDS-2* 

Stainless 

steel 

cylinders 

and 

spheres  

200 

 

cylinders 

160 

spheres 

40 

~37 18 

Leading edge 

chamber 

closed and 

size 

distribution of 

the particles 

100 100 

* Experiments E10 to E15 have been performed in an open tank facility identical in size to PDS-

2 with the exception of height that is 60 cm. This has been necessary because of maintenance 
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works in PDS-2 facility and in the meantime the open tank facility has been used as a 

replacement. It has to be noted that in both facilities the water level has been kept the same in 

order to have the same conditions for spreading. No significant effect of the facility type on the 

spreading efficiency has been noticed. 

 

The plots describing the observed particle spreading as function of time are shown in Figure 23 

and Figure 24. The experiments are grouped according to the scaling factor (size of facility PDS-

1 or PDS-2) for clarity. In all curves a common behavior has been noted: a fast spread for 

relatively long distance in the first minutes of the experiment. In the successive measurement the 

spreading slows down progressively until the heap motion stops. In the next section the result of 

analysis of the influence of each single parameter is presented. 

 

 
Figure 23: Time evolution of leading edge in the experiments performed in PDS-1 facility. 

 

Figure 24: Time evolution of leading edge in the experiments performed in PDS-2 facility 
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4.2 Observations and experimental findings 

The influence of each parameter has been analyzed by processing selected experimental data. 

The results of this analysis are summarized in several tables given below. 

 

4.2.1 Effect of the gas flow rate 

The effect of the intensity of the gas flow can be seen in Table 7. It is clear that the gas flow has 

significant influence on the spreading distance. In the runs belonging to this experimental group 

there is a certain pattern: the spreading distance after 1 hour changes proportionally to the gas 

flow rate. For example, by doubling the gas flow the resulting one can achieve is two times 

larger spread distance after 1 hour. The final spreading distance appears to be a function of the 

gas flow too. However, in this case spreading distance is proportional to the gas flow with 

coefficient of 0.9. 

 

Table 7: Influence of the gas flow intensity on the spreading distance. 

Experiments 

compared 
Flow ratio 

Variation of the 

spreading distance 

after 1 hour 

Variation of the 

final spreading 

distance 

E3 vs E2 
E3 2 times larger than 

E2 
~+100% ~+80% 

E7 vs E8 
E7 1.6 time larger than 

E8 
~+60% ~+50% 

 

4.2.2 The effect of gas injection at the leading edge 

The influence of the leading edge chamber state (open or closed injection) is summarized in 

Table 8. In E5 and E8 experiments the leading gas injection is turned on, while in E6 and E9 it is 

off. A huge change of the spreading distance is observed because at the leading edge the particle 

layer is not thick enough to provide uniform injection of air. Thus, in the case where the leading 

edge injection is turned on the barely covered holes of this chamber become sources of a very 

high velocity jets (~100 m/s), which create craters by pushing away neighboring particles. On the 

other hand, these craters are continuously filled by the particles flowing down the heap’s slope 

and successively pushed away etc. However, this process stops once the particles flowing down 

the slope form a thick enough layer preventing formation of the crater by injected air. 
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Table 8: Influence of gas injection state in the leading edge chamber on the spreading distance.  

Experiments 

compared 

Variation of the 

spreading distance 

after 1 hour 

Variation of the 

final spreading 

distance 

E5 to E6 +250% +380% 

E8 to E9 +400% +440% 

 

The difference in spread between the two runs of the group can be explained by the fact that in 

the first case the gas flow through the leading chamber is 1 L/s while in second run it is 4 L/s. 

Additionally, there are in proportion more holes in the PDS-2 facility (second run) and so greater 

number of craters (amplified effects). 

 

4.2.3 The effect of the spreading plate roughness 

The effect of the spreading plate roughness is summarized in Table 9. Presumably, the greater 

roughness corresponds to a shorter spreading distance. And indeed, these two pairs of 

comparable tests performed at the same experimental conditions showed approximately the same 

results. This demonstrates a good reproducibility of the experiments. 

 

Table 9: Influence of the roughness of the horizontal plate on the spreading distance. E10 and 

E11 are performed using the metallic net on the spreading plate surface while E12 is the 

reference case with relatively smooth spreading plate. 

Experiments compared 
Variation of the spreading 

distance after 1 hour 

Variation of the final 

spreading distance 

E10 vs E12 -35% -28% 

E11 vs E12 -33% -29% 

 

4.2.4 The effect of particle size distribution 

The effect of particle size distribution on the spreading distance is summarized in Table 10. No 

difference in the spreading distance has been observed after 1 hour. However, experimental data 

shows that the particle size distribution influences the velocity of spreading. In fact it has been 

observed that in the case of the single size distribution (E12) the time to reach the final distance 

is longer than in the case with multi-size particle mixture (E15). The total spreading time in E15 
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is shorter since the smaller particles provide faster spreading. This can be explained by smaller 

values of     and also by spherical shape of the particles. 

 

Table 10: Effect of particle size distribution on the spreading distance. 

Experiments Compared 

Variation of the 

spreading distance 

after 1 hour 

E15 to E12 ~0% 

 

4.2.5 The effect of the particles density and size 

The effect of density and size of the particles is reported in Table 11. After one hour the total 

spreading distance for gravel particles is approximately two times of that one for the stainless 

steel particles, while at the end of the experiment it is only 20% longer. This observation can be 

related to the size distribution of the gravel (3-8 mm) which, as already reported in the 

subsection 4.2.4, helps to accelerate the spreading. The final 20% extra spread could be due to 

the size and density difference between the gravel particles and the stainless steel particles.  The 

gravel particle (of the same size as a steel one) has a smaller      and thus a greater spread if the 

gas flux is the same. 

 

Table 11: Effect of density/size on the spreading distance. 

Experiment Compared 
Variation of the spreading 

distance after 1 hour 

Variation of the final 

spreading distance 

E2 to E4 +80% +20% 

 

4.2.6 The effect of two-phase flow and uniformity of gas injection 

The test E14 was performed without the water, but at the same gas flux. The complete 

immobility of the heap undoubtedly proves the importance of the two-phase flow with bubbles 

and the drag force that is applied to the particle. 

 

The experiment E13 has been performed in order to verify that the gas flow influences only the 

slope angle of the section of the heap where it is present. During the whole experiment only the 

middle chamber was open and the picture of the final heap configuration is shown in Figure 25. 

It is observed that at the interface between the open chamber and the closed one (black dashed 
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line in the picture) the slope angle changes and that the two slope angles of the lateral chambers 

are equal. 

 

 

Figure 25: Final heap configuration in E13 test. The space between the two black dashed lines 

indicates the middle chamber where the air is injected, while the neighboring chambers have no 

gas injection.  
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4.3 Numerical testing and results of the conceptual model 

In this subsection we present first results of numerical simulations performed with the modeling 

approach proposed in subsection 2. 

4.3.1 Closure dependencies 

An example of a closure obtained from the processed PDS-E9 experiment is shown in Figure 27. 

For testing purpose the linear fitting has been applied for each pair of neighboring points. 

 

 

Figure 26: Closure dependence obtained by a linear fitting applied for each pair of data points 

collected in E9 test. 

 

Another approach has been used to create the closure by exponential approximation as suggested 

in [8]. At present, the best exponential fit has been found by using following formula: 

 

                     (31) 

 

The fitting curve shown in Figure 27 has been obtained applying (29) to experimental data from 

E9. We drop the volumetric flow to zero at the angle values at which the flow ceases in order to 

avoid numerically non-zero particle flow.  
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Figure 27: Closures obtained by exponential fitting of the data collected in E9. 

 

4.3.2 Modeling results 

The model has been implemented by using Matlab® programming environment. We used typical 

properties of the stainless steel (SS) particles having cylindrical shape, density of      

   kg/m
3
 and porosity       . The initial slope angle for the whole heap is set to the 

maximum angle of stability      . In contrast, the repose angle (   ) instead is obtained from 

the empirical prediction (32) that has a confidence limits of 3% with a confidence interval of 

95% [10]. 

 

                    (32) 

The results of the simulations of the E9 test are shown in Figure 28 for the linear closure and in 

Figure 29 for the exponential closure respectively. In both plots the red dots represent the 

experimental data while the blue and green curves are prediction from the model according to the 

confidence limit of the repose angle predicted by expression (32). 
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Figure 28: PDS-E9 experimental results (red dots) versus numerical simulation (blue marks: 

lower limit of the prediction of the repose angle; green marks: higher limit of the prediction of 

the repose angle).The linear closure fit is used in the modeling. 

 

 

Figure 29: PDS-E9 experimental results (red dots) versus numerical simulation (blue marks: 

lower limit of the prediction of the repose angle; green marks: higher limit of the prediction of 

the repose angle).The exponential closure fit is used in the modeling. 

 

In both cases the experimental results are confined in between two limiting curves with the 

exception of the final position that would be in the worst case (blue curves) overestimated by 
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around 1 cm (total observed spreading is ~4 cm). In the experiments the observed repose angle 

was     which is within the range (            ) predicted by (32). Using this repose angle 

in the model we get the results presented in Figure 30. It shows a very good agreement with the 

experimental observation and an overestimation of the final position is only 3 mm. It has been 

found that the linear closure gives more realistic description of the leading edge dynamics than 

the exponentially fitted closure.  

 

 

Figure 30: PDS-E9 experimental results (red dots) versus numerical simulations based on usage 

of linear (black marks) and exponential fit closures. The observed value of 31 degree has been 

used as the repose angle.  

 

In Figure 31 the initial (a) and final (b) photographic images of the debris heap in E9 test are 

shown. In comparison, in Figure 32 we present plots of the initial (a) and the final (b) heap 

configuration obtained by the implemented model. By comparing of these images and plots we 

can conclude that the implemented model is capable to predict the leading edge position with 

acceptable accuracy. The heap profile is well reproduced with the exception of the first chamber 

that being close to the back wall and might be affected by a local large scale vortex flow above 

the heap altering the triangular profile (Figure 33). 
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Figure 31: Photographic images of the heap at the beginning (a) and the end (b) of E9 

experiment. 

 

Figure 32: Simulation results for E9 test conditions showing initial (a) and final (b) heap 

configurations. 
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Figure 33: Photographic images of the heap at the beginning (a) and the end (b) of E9 

experiment with the red line representing the heap profile computed from the implemented 

model. In (b) the missing particles; predicted by the model, in chamber 1 are distributed in 

between chamber 2 and 3 where a small bump can be seen.  
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 Conclusions and outlook 5

This work is concerned with experimental and analytical modeling of self-leveling phenomenon 

of particulate debris bed. Two scaled down facilities (PDS-1 and PDS-2) have been designed and 

built to simulate phenomena of particulate debris spreading. A series of experiments have been 

performed in order to study key parameters involved in the particulate spreading process: air 

flow rate, roughness of horizontal plate; particles density size and its distribution. Experimental 

observations suggest that: 

(i) The self-leveling process is more efficient for particles having small size and lower 

density; 

(ii) The higher the air flow rate, the faster self-leveling process and the longer the debris 

spreading distance can be reached; 

(iii)Higher roughness of the spreading plate slows down the propagation of the debris bed; 

(iv) The air injection in the chamber under the heap leading edge has important effect on 

particulate debris spreading efficiency. 

 

An analytical model for prediction of particulate debris spreading has been developed, 

implemented and validated against experimental data. The model is based on semi-empirical 

closures. The preliminary test results show good agreement with the experimental findings. The 

applicability of this model to analysis of severe accident phenomena requires further model 

validation against experiments as well as complete database of the closures covering necessary 

ranges of the important parameters such as gas flux and properties of the debris bed. To 

accumulate such closure database it is planned to build a new facility (PDS-3) according to the 

superficial velocity scaling approach. Beside the development of the closures, the new PDS-3 

facility can be exploited to conduct detailed studies on physical processes involved in self-

leveling phenomenon. Such studies might be instrumental in development of a consistent 

mechanistic model relying on descriptions of the physical processes involved, rather than on 

empirical closures. 

 

As the next step in experimental research with existing PDS-2 facility it is planned to perform a 

set of tests aimed to study sensitivity of the particulate debris spreading (self-leveling) to a 

porosity   of the debris bed. The porosity is an important property of the bed which can greatly 

influence self-leveling. In our upcoming experiments we plan to use particles or their mixtures 

with different characteristic porosity. 
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